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Applied Ministry Practicum Introduction

Thank you for being willing to support our current MAC students by participating as

an Applied Ministry Practicum Mentor. The AMP is designed to crystallize the counseling

skills and paradigms taught in the Westminster Master of Arts in Counseling courses

through formal practice. Your mentorship is essential to this process and to our students’

growth. MAC mentorship is centered on offering feedback and encouragement to our MAC

students. This should  include both encouragement as well as challenge. It might be

uncomfortable to challenge or offer correction to a student, however, growth happens when

we see our blind spots.

Below are the requirements for the AMP as well as your mentor role. If you ever need

extra support or have questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at

support@online.wts.edu or schedule a meeting with our AMP counselor.

Practicum Hours...
● Can be earned at a formal counseling facility or informally through a church or ministry.

○ Church/Ministry - for formal counseling sessions, please make sure you have each counselee
fill out proper confidentiality agreements. HERE is a link to something we have created.

○ Professional Liability Insurance? While you are accruing hours for the AMP you have
coverage through Westminster’s policy. However any counseling you perform outside of the
practicum hours while still a student is NOT covered under the policy. We would strongly
encourage you to obtain Professional Liability Insurance for this counseling. This protects
you and your counselees. For students, it should be around $25 for the year. Find that
HERE.

● Must earn 100 hours before final term in the MAC

● Cannot be earned at the CCEF conference or through a MAC course.

● Hour Requirements: Minimum of 70 direct counseling hours and 30 indirect counseling

hours. The two most important factors would be for the meetings to be “intentional” and

“consistent.” *See more details on pg 3

● Must be documented and submitted at the end of the AMP during the evaluation process.
*See more details on pages 4-5
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Mentors…
● Can be Biblical Counselors or LPCs. Can hold counseling certificates or have years of

informal counseling experience.

● Are required to...

○ Be involved in the counseling field and be willing to encourage and support the biblical

counseling model at WTS and CCEF.

○ Complete and submit the “Mentor Registration” form before the AMP start date.

○ Facilitate mentorship meetings with students weekly, bi-monthly or monthly

throughout AMP.

○ Sign off student hours documentation forms at the end of AMP.

● Cannot be spouse, a relative, or live in the same household.

Mentor Meetings & Structure…
● Can be in-person or virtual.  Both are approved platforms for mentorship.

● Cannot be less than 1 hour

● Are required to be recurring at least bi-monthly - once/week is preferable - throughout the

AMP commitment.

● Below is a brief outline for how a mentorship meeting might run. Please do not feel bound by

this outline. This is simply an example for what a mentorship meeting might look like:

5-10 mins - Catch-up; informal conversation
15-30 mins - Mentee to reflect on counseling case, counseling questions, or personal

responses to counseling/counselees
15-20 mins - Mentors reflections/perspective on mentees reflections.
20 mins - Discussion about growth in professional and personal goals listed in AMP

proposal. Where do both student and mentor see areas of growth or needed
growth? Please be specific and concrete when possible.
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AMP Hours - Direct vs. Indirect Counseling

● 70 Direct Counseling hours can include:

o Individual counseling of Adults, Adolescents, Children, Couples, Family.

▪ This can be presented as formal “counseling,” or as casually as “discipleship,” or

“wise conversations,” whatever is more helpful language to the church body or

clinic.

● Some examples: youth mentoring, premarital counseling, visiting the

elderly, etc.

o Co-counseling with AMP mentor, either in a one-on-one session or in group or

marriage/family counseling.

▪ This may be more ideal for some contexts than others

o Leading discussion groups on counseling topics using WTS/CCEF course content.

▪ Some examples: leading a group on fear using When I am Afraid small group

material, or leading a group dealing with food issues using Crossroads addiction

materials.

o Any case specific research prior to a counseling session; up to 1 hour.

▪ An example would be reading articles about depression before meeting with a

counselee struggling with depression.

o Training/teaching or co-training/teaching in a lecture format

▪ Some examples: teaching a session to parents on teens and dating/relationships,

or a lesson on communicating in marriage, groups on sexual struggles, even a one

time lesson on Biblical Counseling geared toward the church context, etc.

▪ As a reminder, students are NOT to share class lectures or resources.

Anything shared must be the student’s own work. Sharing permissions can be

found in syllabi.

● 30 Indirect Counseling hours can include:

o One-on-one meetings with mentor

o Staff meetings/training given to the student

o Research, readings for counseling/teaching/groups/training.

o Observing another leader/counselor, but not participating

o Case consultation

o Paperwork, report writing, case notes/note taking

o Administrative planning/preparation for group meetings/training/teaching

▪ including emails, phone calls, time promoting the group/training, etc.
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Applied Ministry Practicum Documentation

Documentation is key for the tracking and accountability of the Applied Ministry Practicum

hours. This documentation should not be exhaustive, but rather provide a summary of each hour

accrued during the practicum. The AMP mentor is required to sign off on all 100  hours accumulated

by the student during the AMP.  Below is a form we have created for you to record hours for students

to use. You are not required to use this form.
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